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CONTENT 

1. Thesis purpose and subjectives  

1.1. Research purposes  

 The thesis focuses to clarify the countenance of the Ha Noi fine arts in the 

renovation period; from this to evaluate the achievements as well as draw experiences 

from this development.  

1.2. Subject of research   

Subject of this thesis is the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation period in the 

cultural point of view.  

2. Research Methods  

- Inter-sectoral method 

- Documentation 

- Consolidating, comparing and analyzing based on documents and papers. 

- Interviewing 

3. Main results and conclusions  

* Results  

- This is the first Cultural Studies thesis, in which systematically researches 

about the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation period – so-called “Doi moi”: Forming 

the overview about the economic, political, social as well as cultural factors that 

affected to the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation period; Providing the valuable 

documentary. 

- With the Cultural Studies approaching, the fine arts of Ha Noi in the 

renovation period is characterised in postmodernism spirit by the mixing in concepts 

and forms, the hesitatation in cultural values inheritance and the commercialization, to 

which, has certainly contribution to Vietnam comtermporary art.  



- Suggesting the creative trends, emerging issues and lessons as the main results 

of the thesis. These trends show how diversity, liberty and democracy in fine arts.  

* Conclusions  

1. Fine arts is the classical term that not raising much disscusion until 20th cntery. 

With the widening of the exprimental art, especially in Western country, fine arts 

becomes Art. Today, Art includes not only painting, drawing and scuplture.  

2. On the theoretical point of view, the culture approaching in this thesis 

developed to the search for the meaning and cultural values of a period in art history 

by using postmodern theory to clarify how postmodernism affects Vietnamese culture. 

This is one of the important contributions of the thesis. Postmodern theory with 

features such as multiculturalism; acceptance of diversity; tolerates difference; the 

skepticism of all truths that are regarded or hoped to become universal, absolute or 

ultimate; fake; commercialization; proving the useful tools for the study of Ha Noi 

fine arts in the renovation period.  

3. The face of the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation period transformed as the 

changes in context conditions such as opening, renovation and freedom in thinking and 

art practicing, the busy fine art market thank to the foreign tourist and improvement of 

living standard as well as global culture trends entering into Viet Nam after opening and 

renovation.  Especially in culture, from renovation actions as those in the National 

Fine Arts Exhibition in 1980, private exhibitions, especially the role of individual 

leader, the Party had issued specific Resolution for culture, recalling artists to untie 

themselves and spoke highly of the demand for freedom in creation. But it was only 

part of the whole renovation in the culture. The most important is the responsibility of 

artists. They had to be confident in creation, not self-deteriorating, deluding their 

ability and denying the past. They had to seek for true art values in order to eliminate 

the art trends that were not appropriate with the national culture. 

4. In renovation period (1986-2006), Ha Noi was a meeting point of various 

cultural flows. Each factor of each flow co-existed, interacted and hybrid with each 

other. This hybrid had both positive and negative outcome. Looking in to the fine arts, it 

can be seen clearly the hybrid, skepticism and deeply commercialization as the 

characteristic of the post modernism. But the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation 



period presented the post modernism specifically, unlike those in the Western countries. 

In practice, the condition for renovation of my country was completely different from 

socio-economic and politic condition of the outside world. 

5. Freedom in creation allowed the satisfaction in demand for creation of artists 

themselves and demand for art enjoyment of public. That was the rule. The movement 

that loses and forms new values in the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation period had 

been occurring excitedly, therefore, it emerged various trends in art creation with the 

role as the way reacting to such changes.         

Traditional-renovation trend had been developed based on the combination 

between renovation and internal power on the traditional cultural values and the 

responsibility of each artist to the demand for freedom in creation. The renovation 

trend adored the Western art, receiving rapidly, exposing baldly or resembling. The 

conservative became constrain for the development, because in whatever time and 

space, the more the diversity, richness, multi attitudes and style, the better the fine art. 

Conservative or rapidness, skepticism or negation are all the reactions of artists with 

the new and temptation of the fine art market.   

6. The post-modernism spirit in the fine arts of Ha Noi in the renovation period 

with contradictions and negations but staying together and moving along had certain 

contributions to the culture of Viet Nam. That spirit effected to the culture through 3 

ways: personal libration, encouragement for the development and democratization in 

the fine art. These are achievements that not every stage of development can do. From 

there, it can be said that the renovation period is an important hinge period in the Ha 

Noi’s art history; paving the way to integrate into a deep, healthy and sustainable 

development in the future. 

7. However, the greater the integration, the greater the problem of fading out 

the creativity of artist and deteriorating art working. Simplifying the renovaton 

leading to misunderstading personal liberation in art. Therefore, it is necessary to 

attach importance to integration and cultural exchange, drawn from the development 

of Hanoi art, which must always be objective, prudent and tolerant; Always have to 

adapt to diversity, rich. In particular, it is important to promote genuine art to reduce 

the harm of the market economy for fine art if you want to have a developed art. 
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